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Set-Up Series: No. 10

Shock Damping
What is shock Damping? Shock Damping, or
sometimes known as ‘pack’ is about the speed of which
the piston (see piston image below) is able to move
inside the shock body (where the oil goes). This is known
as compressing or decompressing of the shock. In turn,
adjusting the speed of movement of the piston will dictate
the speed of which the spring will compress or
decompress. Whilst the shock spring (next release) will
control the ‘bounce’ of the car the piston will control the
speed of that movement. These three elements (shock
piston, oil and spring) are paramount to the handling,
control and weight transfer of your car.

Damping is controlled by two key
components; the thickness of the shock
oil and the number of holes in the
piston. Both are important factors as to
the flow of the oil through the piston.

(Example of a piston, this sits inside the shock body)

- More / Increased Damping = Slower Shock Movement
- Less / Decreased Damping = Faster Shock Movement

Imagine a solid ‘disc’ (the piston) being push through fluid
(the oil), and that disc is solid and the oil is thick - it will
be extremely hard to push it through. If you now put a
hole in the disc, you will find the disc will start to move
easier, the same goes for using a thinner oil. Add more
and / or bigger holes, and thinner oil and pushing the disc
through will become even easier.

If you have a soft spring with thin oil and a piston with
many holes or large holes, then the car will be very
‘bouncy’ or ‘springy’. The car will be unsettled. Equally, if
you have a hard spring with thick oil and a piston with no
holes or very small holes, then the car will be very ‘rigid’
and lack elements of movement. If you go too hard the
car will NOT soak up the bumps and will more than lilkely
throw the car off course.

The key to damping is finding the correct mix of the three
components to suit your driving style, track conditions
and the handling capability you are looking to achieve
(more or less steering, more rear end grip etc.). Opposite
will help you determine what piston and what oil is best
used on your car...

Here I have tried to capture the basics to give you an
idea of what to expect to happen to the handling of your
car when making changes.

Less Damping - General / Overall
(Thinner oil, larger or more piston holes)
- Less stable at speed
- Car will ‘feel’ softer and more reactive
- Faster direction change
- Sudden / abrupt handling
- Generates more traction
- Hot weather can cause tyres to overheat
- Excess roll and can increases chance of traction roll in high grip
- Faster weight transfer
- More tyre contact with surface
- Better on bumpy tracks
- More likely to become unsettled during sharp direction changes
such as chicanes
- Produces most grip (front and rear)
- More chassis roll
- Decreases corner speed
- Creates understeer on power
- Increases rear grip on power
- More initial steering corner entry
- Less grip upon braking
- Less steering mid to corner exit, potential to understeer

More damping - General / Overall
(Thicker oil, larger or more piston holes)
- Car will ‘feel’ harder
- More stable at speed
- Harder and less reactive
- Generates less traction
- Car smoother and easier to drive
- Looks after tyres on hot conditions
- Slower response (better for high traction tracks)
- Less reactive and and less prone to grip roll
- Slower weight transfer
- More stable at speed, more twitchy low speed
- Better on smooth tracks
- More settled during sharp direction changes such as chicanes
- Able to remove traction easier
- Less chassis roll
- Higher corner speed
- Creates over steer on power
- More rear grip upon braking
- Less steering at corner entry
- More steering mid to corner exit, potential to oversteer
- Overall traction is decreased

With thanks to the supporters of my work...

Temperature is a huge part of choosing
your oil.

The warmer the weather, the thinner the
oil will become during use.

If your car performs well in the warm, use
a thinner oil in the cold...

Now you can have live coverage of all the action /
races at your track. Pullstart.TV is now available

for clubs / tracks to purchase. If you're
interested, please contact me via messenger or

email: info@pullstart.tv

Enjoy... Steve Metcalfe


